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• Existing programming experience can be used in a language, rather than invest time
in learning a new language and environment.

Negative aspects consist of:

• Performance issues for many mid level and entry level phones that don’t have enough
hardware power to perform smooth HTML5 animations (this factor is slowly dimin-
ishing with technological advance).

• Higher energy consumption. Modern HTML and CSS features like gradients require
a lot of CPU and GPU resources. A native apllications has generally lower battery
consumption than a hybrid application.

• Achieving native look and experience can be challenging to achieve. This depends
to the capabilities of the used framework too.

• Although there is only a single code base, the complexity for that code base can
increase.

• Development of native mobile operating systems is fast paced. Resulting in features
which have to be included in a cross platform framework which can require time.
Users might request newer features immediately.

For the case of the modum two features are extremely important: (1) Support for blue-
tooth low energy and (2) background service to manage tasks at a later point. The reason
for their importance is that the mobile client is the data bridge from the sensor device
to the backend and therefore needs to connect and read data from the sensor device via
BLE. In the operating environment of the application, mainly storage houses, the inter-
net connection has been proven to be relatively unreliable. The mobile application has
to handle connectivity issues and upload the data as soon as possible. Table 5.2 shows a
comparison of the introduced platforms according to those requirements.

5.3 Public / Private Blockchain

Blockchain technology can be separated, among other criteria, on who is allowed to par-
ticipate in the network. A public blockchain network is completely open and anybody
who wants to participate can do so. It usually contains an incentivizing mechanism to
encourage more participants to join the network. However this open nature comes at a
price of substantial amount of necessary computational power to maintain a distributed
ledger at large scale. Another drawback for some applications, especially for enterprise
use, can the public nature of the blockchain itself be. Although it might seem counter
intuitive to trade the essential public part of a blockchain, which is a the fundament for
it being reliable and trusted, to restricted access and permissions, this is exactly what a
private blockchain does. There are considerable discussions in the community about the
value of private blockchain and how (or even if) it differentiates from a shared databases.
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Figure 4.1: Blockchain visualization of a shipment in transit

Figure 4.2: Blockchain visualization of a shipment with all steps completed

hover. However discussions with users showed that it not only did not serve the purpose
well, but actually had the opposite effect as intended. It was overly complex to them and
they were not able to find the information they wanted.

Therefore the new goal was a visualization with minimal information while still conveying
the shipment process and status of the blockchain events, which Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2
show. This extremely simplistic visualization can be understood easily and includes the
two blockchain events of creating a smart contract and executing it, which validates the
measurements of the shipment. It is important to note that those three events in Figure 4.1
not necessarily have to happen linearly. The colors grey (not yet done), black (in process)
and green (completed) symbolize the progress. It is entirely possible that a shipment is
already in transit, but the creation of the smart contract is not yet finished. Such events
can be represented in this form. Access to more specific blockchain related information
is given by linking to Etherscan, a block explorer for the Ethereum blockchain, with the
corresponding hashes for the transactions.



Dynamic . . . The transfer transaction fee of BTC, worth BTC, is only $0.10, well below the
bank transfer fee.
The transfer fee is related to the activity of the Bitcoin network, so when a large number of
users buy or sell Bitcoin, the transfer fee will rise
The mechanism is designed with ADD Coin as the main axis with the characteristics of price
stability in the ecological world with the transfer fee of advertising and data patent right
transfer and the settlement of fee content.
7 transactions per second, 1 hour of transfer confirmation, $360 for a transfer fee, this is
Bitcoin's "network performance"
In the block reward column clearly written 195Ether (5 plus 190), is someone hand-slip
transfer fee as a miner's fee to transfer out?
Btcchina has been in existence for two years and the site is subject to a "service fee" whether
we make a transfer (transfer/transfer) or a Bitcoin transaction. The transaction fee is 0.3%
and the bank card remittance fee is 0.4%. The withdrawa

l fee is 0.5%, Alipay's fee is 1%, and there are limits on withdrawals.
Service Reduction Account 0 Fee: Card transfer fee-free, 0 account management fee.
In a word: Dogecoin is a cryptocurrencies dedicated to the true practical value of money in English:
Dogecoin English abbreviation: DOGEChinese Name: Dog Coin Project Introduction: Dogecoin has
faster block spacing and very low rates, making Do.
Cash network transfer fee is 0.0001BCC, Dass transfer fee is 0.002Dash, Ethereum transfer fee is
0.01ETH, which is only a few yuan, very cheap. Blockchain assets also get to the account very quickly
compared to traditional transfers, usually in a few minutes to an hour.
The $468.5 million BTC transfer fee is only $374.98.
Earlier, it was reported that on June 10, Ethereum had an abnormal transfer fee of up to 10,668 ETH
and a transfer amount of only 0.55ETH, which was packaged into a Spark mine pool. On June 11th, at
11.30am, Ethereum made another unusual transfer with a fee of up t

o 10,668ETH and a transfer amount of 350 ETH.
The transfer account is yesterday's fee of up to 10668ETH, the transfer amount of only 0.55ETH gold
master.
Coinbase Wallet announced that it will support Dogecoin from next week, allowing users to store and
transfer dog coins in Coinbase wallets. Coinbase Wallet also supports the Dog Coin Test Network,
making it easy for developers to develop and test activities.
In this account system, the transfer transaction is calculated as: transfer amount , transfer amount ,
transfer transaction fee.
State-of-the-art payment transfer features - Supported cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ethereum
Classic, Bitcoin Cash, EOS, Litecoin, Cardano, Dash, NEO, Dogecoin, Ontology, Binance Coin;
PlatformInfinito App Square.
Dynamic . . . Everipedia responds to IQ transfer fee incident: The issue has been resolved by querying
fee records on the chain.
Ethereum reproduction sky-high fee: transfer 0.36ETH, but the handling fee is as high as 21.14ETH.
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Table 5.1: Go web framework evaluation Mai 2017
Buffalo Revel +

GORP
Rest-
Layer

Beego Goa modum
Proto-
type

REST support 5 5 5 5 5 5
JWT support 0 0 5 0 5 5
Authorization 4 2 5 2 2 0
Pagination 0 0 5 5 0 0
Sorting 0 0 5 0 0 0
Filtering 0 0 5 0 0 0
ORM 5 2 4 5 3 3
Referential data
integrity built in

? 3 ? 5 0 0

Testing 5 5 5 5 5 5
API Documen-
tation

0 0 3 5 5 0

DB migrations 5 0 ? 5 0 0
Active Develop-
ment

5 4 2 5 5 0

Additional
Comments

no jwt stagnating
contribu-

tions

only
MongoDB
and not
actively

developed

code
generation

from
definition

+ cus-
tomization

structure
not

consistent

Result 29 21 44 42 30 18

the development of the modum backend. Table 5.1 shows rating criteria and how much
they are covered by the frameworks on a Likert scale from 0 to 5, where 0 represents
not implemented and 5 desirable implementation. Unfortunately no framework has all
the necessary features and they seem not enough developed yet, when compared to web
frameworks of other programming languages. Some things are just not possible in a simple
way, because of the lack of generics in Go which leads to a lot of duplicated code in most
frameworks.

Based on the results, none of the web framework was usable for the modum backend, or
not without painfully fitting the requirements into the framework boundaries, which led
to the decision to build the backend based on the standard library of Go and specific third
party packages. This allows to use any library by self wiring them together, but comes
with the tradeoff of needing more development time for finding and evaluating the correct
libraries.

In October 2017 the progression of those frameworks was rechecked and most frameworks
made a lot of progress. Some do now fullfil the initial requirements which lead to an
additional implementation of the backend based on ‘Beego’ to see how much effort it is
to reproduce the backend with the framework. While the development was simplified
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composition, however unlike the ‘is-a relationship’ from inheritance, composition defines
a ‘has-a relationship’.

Polymorphism is achieved in Go through the use of interfaces. They are implicitly imple-
mented contrary to for example Java where this has be done explicitly. A variable of the
interface type can hold any value which implements the interface. Special is the empty
interface, which has no method defined and therefore is implicitly implemented by any
data type. This can be used to accept any value.

There are several language tools included among others: ‘go build’, ‘go test’, ‘go fmt’, ‘go
get’, ‘go generate’. While the use of build and test are quite obvious, build the executable
and execute the test runner respectively, the others might not be. Go is quite opinionated
on styling and formatting code which goes to such an extent that it does not compile if
unused variables or imports are present. ‘Go fmt’ does automatically format your code
according to the golang style guide which should help to have all Go code uniformly styled
and therefore easier to understand.

The dependency management is based on remote repositories such as for example Github.
Imports are written in the code according to the Github path, e.g. import "github.com/gin-

gonic/gin" and can be downloaded and cached locally with ‘go get’. Go does dictate
the workspace folder structure according to this naming scheme so that is able to resolve
dependencies which are on the system. This might seem like a good way to do dependency
management at first glace but comes with many problems the way it is implemented. The
verdict from Google is that for major releases of packages a new repository should be
opened, otherwise there should be no breaking changes to the master branch. However
package developers rarely follow this guideline resulting in a dependency wild west where
builds can break because of changes from the authors of those packages. An example which
occurred during the development of the application showcases good the unexpected impact
this can have: The developer of a well known logging library for Go changed his username
from starting with a capital letter to a lower letter without considering the impact that
might have. Effectively this changed the import path from github.com/Sirupsen/logrus

to github.com/sirupsen/logrus (note the lowercase letter of the username). The result
of this was, that in order to resolve this issue, it was necessary to change the import
statement. Although this can be simply done for your own dependencies the problem
starts with the dependencies of the dependencies. Since this library was so popular many
libraries used it internally which meant that all had to change the name otherwise the
binaries would not compile.

Go is most criticized for the lack of compile-time generics which leads to code duplication
or the use of reflection, with which the advantage of the statically typed checks are lost.
A simple example which illustrates this problem is the implementation of a data structure
like for example a stack for integers. In Go there are different types for integers, e.g. uint8,
int16, int32. There is no simple way to support all these data types when building a data
structure. One from the language suggested way to solve this is code generation, where
the same code would be generate for each type, effectively duplicating the code several
times with the sole difference of supporting another intrinsically same working data type.

A positive aspect of Go is how well concurrency is built in the language with goroutines
and channels. A goroutine is a function which can run concurrently to other functions. It
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create mobile apps. Applications developed by using the official SDK are generally called
“native apps”.

However development is possible in programming languages not supported from the vendor
by using the API (Application Programming Interface) provided by the native SDK. A
platform for creating “native cross platform apps” provides a uniformed API on top of the
different SDK APIs which then allows to build from the same source for different target
platforms.

Prominent examples for “native cross platform applications” are:

Xamarin was founded in 2011 and has been bought by Microsoft in 2016. It uses C# as
its programming language and can build native applications for Android, iOS and
Windows.

Appcelerator Titanium founded in 2008, is one of the earliest players in this segment
and was initially intended for developing cross-platform desktop applications. How-
ever they added support for iOS in 2009 and for Android in 2012. It uses JavaScript
as its programming language.

NativeScript is a open-source framework which was first released in 2015. It uses
JavaScript as main development language, but supports angular and typescript and
uses CSS for styling.

QT is one of the oldest cross platform frameworks for desktop around, released in 1995.
Support for Android and iOS was added in 2013. QT uses C++ and its own markup
language QML (Qt Modeling Language) which is similar to HTML. However Qt
components don’t adhere to the native style of Android and iOS.

RubyMotion is a commercial implementation of the ruby programming language that
runs on mobile operating systems and was first released in 2012 for iOS. Support
for Android was added in 2014. It works exclusively on OSX.

5.2.3 Hybrid HTML cross platform apps

Hybrid cross platform applications leverage the WebView component of iOS and Android
to display the graphical user interface (GUI) and provide custom plugins to access the na-
tive API & sensors. This allows developers to use and potentially reuse standard HTML5
technologies from their web app to design their mobile app. The hybrid framework pro-
vides a JavaScript to native bridge to access files, use geolocation, camera access or the
likes.

Cordova originally called PhoneGap which launched in 2009 from Apache, is one of the
most popular hybrid cross platform frameworks. Its plugin system supports most of
the modern native functionalities. The use of standard HTML & CSS gives access
to a lot of reusable resources as well as themes based in CSS which mirror the native
look of the operating systems. The static HTML and CSS files are shipped with
the native wrapper around the application, which allows it to render instantly like
a normal native application.
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Table C.2 – continued from previous page
Topic Description Rating

Filter behavior not intu-
itive

AND, OR, Substrings, Equals, not equals,
greater than... how to defined them

High

Data table columns adapt
themselves

It was confusing for users that when they
sorted the data differently, the width of
columns adapt themselves

High

Status Received Success
and Mined Success

Should be displayed together for the end user Critical

Expanding of row not intu-
itive

It is not intuitive that a click on a row reveals
more information about a shipment

High

Temperature Boundaries
not visible

The written description, e.g. 25°C, of the
temperature boundaries is not always visible

Critical

Detail Page: Not clear how
to get back

It was for some users not intuitive to use the
browser back button to go back

High

More information in web
app for user

Users expressed the wish to have more in-
formation available, e.g. sensor information
(battery, condition, ...) on hover

Critical

Kelvin Minutes Kelvin Minutes should be displayed in min-
utes and seconds, not fraction

Critical

Customizability (settings) For example: change which columns are
shown or language switching

Low

Handle temperature devia-
tion similar to Elpro

Deviations have to be labeled; - User can /
have to set a comment for deviations; - the
table of deviations as well as each individual
deviation has to be approvable

Critical

Improve temperature
string

A temperature string which indicates devia-
tions and by how much was added to the row,
however this has to be improved to make it
more intuitive

High

Dashboard has too much
redundant information

Some information is repeated in different
places

Low

Table C.3: Bugs identified in the workshop

Topic Description Rating
Date is not visible in the
time column of the ex-
ported Excel File

If the temperature measurements are ex-
ported as an excel file, there is a time column
but the date is not visible. (excel formatting
issue)

Critical

Company is not shown in
detail page of shipment

Critical

Filter by ”approved” The filter does not work Critical


